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ON NOMENCLATURAL DIALECTICS, OR TWO BLATANTLY DIFFERENT 
NAMES ARE NOT THE SAME NAME 

Johannes Proskauer * 

Summary 

Issue is taken with the proposal by McVaugh and Bullock to deprive arbitrarily certain 
substitute names of their status of valid publication. A proposal is made to correct misuse of 
the word "orthographic" in the Code. 

McVaugh and Bullock (1968) have just reoffered, with a slightly restyled hemline, 
a proposal by Bullock (1963) concerning "orthographic variants". That proposal went 
down to defeat at the Edinburgh Congress (Stafleu, 1966, p. 58). I reiterate the objec- 
tion to the proposal I made on the floor at that time (op. cit., p. 59): "What is relevant 
to our purpose under the homonym rule is whether a name exists and can be confusing. 
The proposal would remove validity from certain changed names and thus prevent 
the operation of the homonym rule." What the proposal intends is a conjuring trick. 
Hey, presto! - and by sleight of hand the offending name has disappeared. Further, 
in my note (Proskauer, 1961) which in part started this teapot tempest, I stated that 
"The manipulation of a patently different name as not a new name somehow savors 
more of theological than nomenclatural dialectics." 

This seems to be the time to take up the remarkable misuse (and I have sought the 
advice of a colleague in linguistics) and resultant confusion of the term "orthography" 
that has crept into our Code. If we shrive ourselves of this we should get rid of the 
consequent mystique and may stand a chance to return to a more realistic vision. 
Somehow "orthographic variant" gives us trouble: Such pairs as Thuja - Thuya, 
sylvatica - silvatica, and, in a somewhat different sense, nepaulensis - nepalensis, 
deserve this designation. But we are way off course when we thus call (Art. 75, exam- 
ples) Astrostemma - Asterostemma, Pleuripetalum - Pleuropetalum, and Columella - 
Columellia. We are on good ground when we call (Art. 73, examples) Gluta benghas 
an "orthographic error" for G. renghas - the wrong letter was put down for denoting 
the desired sound, But to call (Art. 73, Note 3) "The wrong use of the terminations i, 
ii, ae, iae, anus, or 

ianus,.... 
an orthographic error" is wrong. Involved are gramma- 

tical, philological, or stylistic changes that go beyond mere orthography; they not 
only alter the sound of the word but may even change its syllables. The results produce 
different words. These may be related, and thus, at the best, we can have different but 
related names. If we must insist on clinging to "orthography" we had better acquire 
analyzing facilities. The I.A.P.T. should hire a native Italian speaker with a classical 
education, make him repeatedly pronounce written name pairs into a sound analyzer, 
computerize the impulses, and if the respective spread ranges agree, declare the name 
pairs orthographic variants. On this score I make a simpler proposal: 

Proposal 141. "The editorial Committee is charged with correcting misuse of the 
words "orthography" and "orthographic" throughout the Code. E.g., for Art. 73, 
Note 3, "orthographic error" write "error to be corrected", etc." 

To return to the McVaugh and Bullock (1968) proposal. They see (by implication 
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in the text, although, possibly as a hedging precaution, it has been dropped from the 
examples of the revised proposal) Monocarpia - Monocarpus as an "orthographic 
correction". I am sorry, fancied correction maybe, but the result yields two blatantly 
different words. Both were validly published, hence they are "names" in our sense 
(Art. 6, Note 1) and have to be considered individually. Sad experience teaches us 
that changing the rules for some (dubious) convenience, as McVaugh and Bullock 
propose, will lead to trouble requiring patchwork at other places in the Code. 

Just in case the proposal is pruned of the "orthographic" bit and cast wider, permit 
me to forestall by quoting as a warning a pet example of mine (there are numerous 
invalid variants, full details in Proskauer, 1955). Montagne named a liverwort Riella. 
Wrongly believing this to be a later homonym (a nomen nudum encyclopedia typogra- 
phic error is involved), Bory and Montagne proposed the substitute name Duriaea. 
Believing this to be a later homonym of the name Durieua, Trevisan in turn substituted 
Maissonneuvea. The joke is that Riella (perfectly good and accepted) and its two ille- 
gitimate substitutes Duriaea and Maissonneuvea are names (based on the same Type) 
all derived from the same name in human nomenclature: M. C. DuRieu de Maisson- 
neuve. But this fails to make them the "same" name, homonyms, orthographic vari- 
ants, or what have you, although one might argue that they are plain "variants". In 
fact they are three different names validly proposed in good faith. They exist and 
have been used. And we had better leave it at that. Yet consideration will show that 
a logical extension of the train of thought pursued by McVaugh and Bullock would 
turn two of them into "Cnon-names". To perpetrate an unnecessary name change is a 
misdeed in nomenclature (verdict: what results is illegitimate). To legislate that a 
misdeed did not happen because it should not have happened is a wondrous piece of 
illogic. 
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